KATHERINE JEFFERIE EVERTS

PHILOSOPHY SERIES ENDS THIS EVENING
Fourteenth and Last Lecture on Philosophy Given This Evening By Prof. E. L. Schab

CRITICS REPORT ON DEBATE PROGRESS
HERALD ROOMS FOR CONTENTS WITHIN DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS
PLEADING FOR VICTORIES
Faculty and Antiochians are handicapped in good hope of putting forth a good line in the annual debate. The prospects for two winning schools are not promising. Miss Everett, in her address to the judges, will be on the defensive side and is expected to be strong. The moves will be well calculated for the time of the season, but there is no clear evidence whether the debating will be successful or not.

Iowa Law Bulletin will be Revived

RELATION OF WAR TO COURAGE
Professor Mary of Grinnell Speaks Before History Conference Here

MISS VIVIAN KNIGHT OF IOWA TO APPEAR AT ASSEMBLY OF Y. W. C. A.

Katherine Jefiferie Everett, famous over the entire country as a reader, will again appear at the assembly of the Young Women's Christian Association, before an audience here two years ago, when she read great success. This year she will conduct a debate on the question of whether there is a higher form of courage or the most difficult of all forms of courage. Her work is a great aid to legal study, and will be in the hands of the faculty, acting as judge of the contest. The bulletin will contain leading articles of Iowa and Educational values. The bulletin as planned will contain leading articles of Iowa and Educational values.

Sophomore Cotillion Party Approaches

PUNCH DUKES' ORCHESTRA OF TEN PIECES WILL FURNISH MUSIC FOR PARTY

SOPHOMOREs have been selected for the party—Attorney Decorations will Start Wednesday Evening—Program Out Today.

At a meeting all the Iowa Union section officers at five o'clock this afternoon the Sophomore Cotillion was again thoroughly discussed. It has within the last few weeks been more favorably than ever before. Although this event was last large last year, this year's committee promises a larger attendance.

The dramatic program has been practically decided upon and will be published tomorrow. Punch Dukel and his band of musicians will be providing indistinguishably and promises to surpass all their previous renditions. The work will be of liberal abundance. The work of the men will have been reported for try-outs. The number of men, who were out for the previous season, will be for the most part. The fair and jolly guise, but most notably by an approach of War to Courage. The faculty, acting as judge of the contest. The bulletin will contain leading articles of Iowa and Educational values. The bulletin as planned will contain leading articles of Iowa and Educational values.

The bulletin as planned will contain leading articles of Iowa and Educational values. The bulletin as planned will contain leading articles of Iowa and Educational values.
We have in stock a large assortment of suits and overcoats which we will sell at a big reduction. All our work is done in our own shops.

JOSEPH SLAVATA
Tailor to Men

DOVALIS
Confectionary Parlor's
THY OUR HOME MADE CANDIES
Dolly Garden Chocolates
Hot and Cold Drinks
Fresh Fruit
Fancy Bons
After Theatre Parties a Specialty
113 So. Dubuque Street

SMITH & CILEK
THE BIG HARDWARE

Ladies Notice!
We have now on sale a lot of PURITY CASSEROLES dishes in nickel plated frames which sell regular at $2.60, priced for this sale at $1.00.
They make thoughtful Christmas gifts.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

B. J. WARD
Druggist
Johnson County Savings Bank Bldg.
Telephone 157

W. H. DOOVAN
Sporting Goods given to Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Office Johnson Co. Bldg.
Iowa 315-316
Phone 114 R. S. Residence 146 R. J.

DRS. WASHBURN & STINKER
Osteopathic Physicians
Johnson County Bank Building
Full Prices
(Dearborn Ave. in St. Bill City)

Drs. WASHBURN & WASHBURN
Osteopathic Physicians
433-435 Jackson Street
Savilles Bank Building
Phone 137 J. S., Bel. 74
Iowa City, Iowa

JOHN G. MUELLER, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon
Office Over Iowa Theatre
Phones: 87, B2, 72
Residence 417 Blumington Bldg.
Practitioner Limited to the Eyes, Ear, Nose and Throat
Office Over
Phone: 841
Residence 31 Frederickston Bldg.
Iowa City, Iowa

DR. LOIS CLARK-MULLIGAN
Office: 19-21 F. M. I
1 to 7 P. M.
Sunday 7 to 9 P. M.
Telephone 321 2-1/2 Wash. st.

DOLORE L. DENFAR
Physician and Surgeon
Thcns and Minnesotia Cuped Copies
Office and Residence
Phone 125 R. I.

DR. T. L. HAZARD
Office Over Golden Eagle
Phone 40 R. I.

W. L. E. HYDE
Iowa City, Iowa
Practice Limited to Diseases of Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Office Over
Phone: 325
Iowa City, Iowa

LOUISE HERRINGTON
Shampooing, Hairdressing, Cosmetics, Messages
117-1 Dubuque St.
Phone 1274

MONEY TO LOAN
H. TARNOPOL, WALSHBERRY
WILL LOAN MONEY ON ALL KINDS OF SECURITY.
522-524 Johnson County Bank Building
Iowa City, Iowa

IRISH'S
UNIVERSITY
Business College
Moved To
205-217 WASHINGTON ST.
Commercial Savings Bank

Wieneke's
Arcade
Book Store

Headquarters for Fountain Pens, Fountainpen and Stationery, Notebooks, Popular Books, Magazines and Papers.
A large line of Dinner Cards.
Demand of the Season
Burlington, Iowa. UTHERS

Fawn or Gray Top
Patent Colt Vamp and Fox and
Leather Shoe

All Sizes and Widths
See Them at
Stach Bros

IOWA CITY IA

THE POWER

BURLINGTON

"ONE GIRL IN A MILLION."

"One girl in a million," the new musical fun song, for which Address
Burchardt, Charles Collins
and Frilled Hall has
been released, has
already made its 
and of $15
performances in the La Scala Opera
House, Chicago, and the entire or-
chestration, under the direction of the
Royal Princely Company (Inc.), who have reputation as pro-
ducers of things on a big scale the-
trarily. The company has for its
star Paul Foster Accola, the somnolent
who kept the large audiences happy for
many moons. Eva Fallon is the
sweet little leading lady, and she has
been a success even since she entered
the theatrical business. Lenore No-
vado, in the contralto and her re-
markable dancing has been a fea-
ture of many big productions. There
is a song number with numbers
dancing that succeeds the tango, etc.
The refrain Brins can read as follows:
I never slip out a stop for a
new step.
There are no steps up to stuff.
New fangled tango and trots and
fandangos
Are a nuisance and a Scot.
Give me a girlie to twirl and
whirl,
And 'tis early noon we shall
Not on the new steps.
Give us the two.
And we'll dance until our shoes wear
out.
We sing in "One Girl in a Million", are all of the
different, newer
and the place thoroughly in-
ferred with a musical-dramatic set-
ing that is positively refreshing.
This bit attraction comes to the Mer-
ket Theatre today.
IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO GET
THAT COTILLION DATE.

ENGLERT THEATRE
Tuesday, Dec. 1, 1914
Admissions Extraordinary
The Year's Biggest Musical
Celebration
Direct from the La Scala Opera
House, Chicago
The Big New Musical
Extraordinary
"ONE GIRL IN A MILLION."
With the Great Cost
FELIX ADLER, EVA FALLON
40 OTHERS

SEEFIELD GROUSE CHOREOS
Continued from the Production
Produced in the La Scala
Tickets 50c, 75c, $1.00 & $1.50

Sophomore Cotillion
It's not too late for that one
There are a few of us left
Friday, December 4

IOWA LAW BULLETIN
WILL BE REVISED
(Continued from Page One)

The first student board, as select-
ed by the faculty is composed of the
following men: Senators, Green, C.
Davis, William B. Hart, Karl J.
Kanstinger, Harry H. Reed, Lee L.
Billingsley, Samuel S. Thinnes, Jun-
ers, Edward A. Adams, Heron L.
Hoff, Clarence M. Uydegran, Charles M. Waterman.

What a Satisfaction
to use the new India-Paper Edition of
WEBSTER'S
NEW INTERNATIONAL!

"One book in this whole and we know the faster
you turn the pages, the better you understand your
words. All new words and phrases are indexed in the
leading European languages.
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College Friendships
Make college life worth while. Coca-Cola is friend worth knowing and liking. It is the best drink from
the best of all deep sources. Choose your college days with
Company, friends and Coca-Cola.
NOW ADDED TO LIBRARY

Handbook on Kipling's Poetry—

Study of Free Masonry is

Important New Books

The reader who finds Kipling's poems a source of delight will be

richly repaid for his pastime by a return to the poetry of Rudyard Kip-

ling. The English poet has made a unique contribution to the

world of letters. His works of prose and verse have exerted a

powerful influence on the development of the present century. He

has also made contributions in the fields of criticism, biography,

and social and economic history. His works are destined to

occupy a place in the permanent library of the world. The

reader will find in Kipling's poetry a wealth of imagery and

metaphor, a wealth of feeling and emotion, a wealth of

insight and wisdom. The reader will find in Kipling's poetry a

wealth of delight and pleasure. The reader will find in Kipling's

poetry a wealth of instruction and guidance. The reader will find

in Kipling's poetry a wealth of comfort and solace. The reader

will find in Kipling's poetry a wealth of inspiration and

encouragement. The reader will find in Kipling's poetry a wealth

of beauty and grace. The reader will find in Kipling's poetry a

wealth of majesty and splendor. The reader will find in Kipling's

poetry a wealth of wonder and mystery. The reader will find in

Kipling's poetry a wealth of truth and wisdom. The reader will

find in Kipling's poetry a wealth of love and compassion. The

reader will find in Kipling's poetry a wealth of hope and

confidence. The reader will find in Kipling's poetry a wealth of

peace and serenity. The reader will find in Kipling's poetry a

wealth of joy and happiness. The reader will find in Kipling's

poetry a wealth of satisfaction and contentment. The reader will

find in Kipling's poetry a wealth of wonder and delight. The

reader will find in Kipling's poetry a wealth of mystery and

mystery. The reader will find in Kipling's poetry a wealth of

Odyssey and gravity. The reader will find in Kipling's poetry a

wealth of majesty and splendor. The reader will find in Kipling's

poetry a wealth of hope and courage. The reader will find in

Kipling's poetry a wealth of faith and devotion. The reader will

find in Kipling's poetry a wealth of love and compassion. The

reader will find in Kipling's poetry a wealth of kindness and

sympathy. The reader will find in Kipling's poetry a wealth of

justice and fairness. The reader will find in Kipling's poetry a

wealth of truth and wisdom. The reader will find in Kipling's

poetry a wealth of beauty and grace. The reader will find in

Kipling's poetry a wealth of majesty and splendor. The reader will
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